Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 6: Unit 19

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. self-assurance
4. behavior that conforms to the rules
5. the period during which one lives in a building
7. unwillingness
10. The student was punished for repeated ___.
13. The ___ of the sun made me squint.
16. unwilling
18. Living far from school is an ___.
23. apparent
24. very good
25. causing difficulty
26. a pleasant odor
27. His aunt lives a long ___ away.
28. absent without an acceptable excuse

Down
2. proper, moral, or considerate
3. Please have the ___ not to litter.
6. She was ___ that she would win.
8. The leaky inflated beach ball lost its ___.
9. able to float
11. pleasant-smelling
12. I wish Grandpa could visit with greater ___.
14. information used to draw a conclusion
15. one who lives in a building
17. high quality
19. very bright
20. happening often
21. The ___ dog followed my commands.
22. far away